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STRONG BUSINESS 

GROWS IN OTTAWA.

On behalf of Invest Ottawa,  I am pleased to present the Ottawa Advantage, 

a high level overview of the National Capital Regions (NCR) strategic business 

landscape. 

The Ottawa region, the fourth-largest metropolitan area in Canada, is a 

vibrant and growing community that prides itself on its exceptional quality of 

life. Ho e to Ca ada’s ost edu ated orkfor e, Otta a’s k o ledge-based 

industry is comprised of more than 1,750 companies representing diverse 

sectors, including communication technologies, photonics, aerospace, 

defence and security, life sciences, cleantech, digital media, and software. An 

abundance of world class talent has attracted companies like Amazon, IBM 

and Nokia, as well as cultivated a vibrant community of successful start-ups 

such as Shopify, Spartan Bioscience,  Clearwater clinical, Klipfolio and Kinaxis. 

With a large pool of skilled talent , the region has grown into a research-

intensive, business savvy city with an enviable spirit for entrepreneurship 

and innovation. In fact, the NCR boasts the second largest concentration of 

science and engineering employment out of 316 North American cities, 

surpassed only by Silicon Valley. 

Our strong knowledge based ecosystem, supply of talent, collaborative  

i dset a d e trepre eurial attitude, oupled ith I est Otta a’s support 
come together to form a strong foundation for international business 

success. 

If there is additional information you require we would be happy to assist!

Sincerely, 

Dana Borschewski 

Market Director, Europe 

Invest Ottawa
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TECHNOLOGY STRENGTHS
Industry Leading Solutions. Homegrown Global Players.

Highly educated and experienced workforce, competitive 

labour costs, leading-edge R&D facilities, and favorable 

tax rates makes Canada a world class investment 

destination. 

Consistently ranked amongst the fastest growing and 

ost i porta t te h ology hu s i  Ca ada, the Natio ’s 
Capital boasts a dynamic innovation ecosystem that 

enables and accelerates the launch, growth and success 

of companies. Anchored by technology giants (IBM 

Canada, Cisco Systems, Microsoft, General Dynamics 

Canada, Oracle, Honeywell, SAP Canada, Xerox Canada, 

and Nokia) and cultivating global players (Shopify, Kinaxis

and Klipfolio) - Ottawa is a hotbed for entrepreneurs, 

start-ups and SMEs. 

The ity’s reputatio  as a te h ology po erhouse 
strengthens with the support of  the City of Ottawa, 

economic development agencies such as Invest Ottawa; 

incubators and accelerators; world-class universities and 

colleges; Centres of Excellence in Research and 

Commercialization (CECRs) and many other innovation-

based organizations that emphasize the importance of 

multidisciplinary collaboration. 

Another attribute working in Ottawa's favour is its status 

as a G7 capital. This allows the region to benefit from 

links to government research labs, federal procurement 

and access to 130 embassies – literally having the world 

in your backyard.  In addition, as North America's third 

most sustainable city and the most affordable among 

Canadian and US cities ranked by Mercer's cost of living 

index, Ottawa provides its citizens a quality of life to 

match its business-friendly environment.
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Otta a’s history as Ca ada’s tele o u i atio s leader, has de eloped pools 
of highly advanced talent in numerous technology sectors and sub-sectors. 

This has included world leading developers in; Photonics, Optics, Next 

Generation Networks (NGN), 5G Wireless, Semi-Conductor & Board Design, 

and software. The natural evolution of this talent has lead to the 

development of additional strengths and leadership in the development of 

the technology of tomorrow; Artificial Intelligence, NGN, 5G, Autonomous 

Vehicles, Internet of Things, and Cyber Security. This has attracted world 

leading players in the form of attracting foreign companies such as TSMC, 

Abott, Ciena, NXP, Synopsys, Sidense, Sanmina, and Nokia, in addition to a 

compliment of home grown champions doing world class work in the sector.

S e m i c o n d u c t o r  &

M i c r o e l e c t r o n i c s
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Ottawa: Leading the Next Generation Transformation  

Ottawa is an established, internationally recognized centre of excellence in communications technology 

which continues to shape the wireless industry worldwide. Home to the top five mobile backhaul 

e uip e t a ket ve do s a d 90% of Ca ada’s teleco u icatio s esea ch, Ottawa is the 

Communications Technology epicenter of Canada. As a result, Ottawa is also a global leader in the 

next-generation networks (NGN), represented in Ottawa from chip development, advanced prototyping 

a d a ufa turi g through to the appli atio s. Le eragi g stre gths Otta a’s  go er e t la s 
which include the Canadian Photonics Fabrication Centre (CPFC), the only pure play foundry of its kind 

in North America – Ottawa is the city for transformational innovation.

Additionally, Ottawa is home to the largest industry technology park in Canada and has the second 

largest concentration of science and engineering employment out of 316 North American cities, 

surpassed only by Silicon Valley. With a history of successful technology companies, world-class R&D 

capability, an entrenched culture of innovation, and support for businesses of all sizes, innovation is 

flourishing in Ottawa. Software-as-a-service (Saas), Data Analytics, and Artificial Intelligence based 

solutions are under development at companies across the city, powering innovative technologies like 

autonomous vehicles, e-commerce, and the Internet of Things. Coupled with the most educated 

workforce in Canada Ottawa is the city to be in for global innovation and technology talent. 

Sample of Ottawa Brilliance:

IBM Watson - The key o po e ts of this og iti e o puter’s a hi i g lear i g rai  
were developed right here in Ottawa. IBM Watson is now revolutionizing healthcare, 

cybersecurity, the internet of things, and even game shows all over the world. 

Ciena is the second largest supplier in the world of optical technology, which is the high-speed 

ore of today’s i ter et. “i e pur hasi g Otta a’s te h ology superstar Nortel Net orks’ 
carrier ethernet and optical networking division in 2010, the company has grown to do the 

ajority of their glo al R&D i  the atio 's apital hi h has e o e the regio ’s second-

largest technology employer after Nokia. 

Ford - understanding the caliber of tech talent in Ottawa, Ford Motor Co. Canada announced it 

will spend as much as $337.9 million on a new research and development centre in Ottawa that 

will focus on developing autonomous vehicles. As a result of Otta a’s Bla kBerry,  
approximately 400 of their engineers in Canada and the United States have accepted offers to 

move from BlackBerry to Ford as part of a partnership between the two companies.

http://www.ottawacitizen.com/entertainment/watson+computer+ottawa+roots/4290481/story.html
http://ottawacitizen.com/technology/tech-biz/against-all-odds-how-ciena-and-its-nortel-engineers-won-optical
http://ottawacitizen.com/technology/tech-biz/against-all-odds-how-ciena-and-its-nortel-engineers-won-optical
http://ottawacitizen.com/business/local-business/ford-plans-337-9m-rd-centre-in-ottawa-for-self-driving-car-technology
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Ca ada’s Ce t e of Excelle ce fo  Next-Generation Network (CENGN)

Headquartered in Ottawa, CENGN is a not-for-profit organization funded, in part, by the Networks of 

Centres of Excellence program, with a focus on the commercialization of next generation network 

(NGN) solutions. It is a consortium of industry, academic and research leaders, including Cisco, EWA, 

EXFO, Fujitsu, GENBAND, Juniper, Nokia, Rogers, Telus, Viavi, WindRiver, and Zayo. CENGN’s issio  is 
to bridge the gap between research and commercialization, by providing an open testbed infrastructure 

for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), government and academia.

CENGN infrastructure is going to be a catalyst for Canada to not only allow for the development and 

commercialization of networking technologies but become a testbed infrastructure. In 2016, CENGN 

built and deployed the Smart Industry Innovation Infrastructure to execute proof-of-concepts and 

perform testing in the areas of 5G/Wireless, Smart City, cybersecurity and public safety.

Proximity to this industry-led consortium of corporate, academic and research members committed to 

ensuring Canada is a global leader in the commercialization of the technologies can ensure your 

company is apart of  the next generation of converged global communication networks. 
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I N N O V A T I O N

E C O S Y S T E M

Ottawa’s Innovation  Center 
The Innovation Center at Bayview Yards (ICBY) is the first 

entrepreneurial hub of its kind in the Ottawa Region. ICBY aims 

to be a one-stop business shop to accelerate and build 

o pa ies. It’s ea t to e a olla orati e pla e that houses 
startups, entrepreneurship experts, economic development 

programs, educational workshops and other business support 

services under a single roof. 

Leveraging $38 million from the City of Ottawa, and the 

Governments of Ontario and Canada, and located at 7 Bayview 

Road in Ottawa, the Innovation Centre brings together many 

organizations that provide programs, services and support to 

entrepreneurs. This includes anchor tenant Invest Ottawa. 

In collaboration ICBY and Invest Ottawa can offer; incubation 

and meeting space: a cohesive suite of technical and business 

programs, services and support; product design, development 

and prototyping tools and technologies; customer and market 

linkages; and access to investment. These offerings will work 

together to increase the capabilities of entrepreneurs and firms; 

accelerate the growth and commercial success of these 

companies, and stimulate new jobs and wealth creation in the 

Ottawa economy.  

Other ecosystem  partners include: 

Centre of Excellence in Next-Generation Networks (CENGN), 

VENUS Cybersecurity, L-“park: Ca ada’s O ly E terprise “aa“ 
Incubator and Accelerator, Centre for Innovative Social 

Enterprise Development (CISED), Wesley Clover, Invest Ottawa, 

Startup Garage, Founder Institute, and Lead to Win

For more information: www.thebayviewyards.com

http://www.thebayviewyards.com/


Largest Research 
and Technology  
Park in Canada
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I N N O V A T I O N

E C O S Y S T E M

Many Canadians are unaware that Otta a is ho e to Ca ada’s largest 
Technology Park, encompassing the highest concentration of 

e gi eers a d i o ators i pa ti g the orld’s future. Ka ata North 
BIA houses ore tha   of Otta a’s o pa ies e ployi g ,  
people a d o tri uti g $ .  illio  to Ca ada’s GDP - double that of 

Ca ada’s  other resear h a d te h ology parks o i ed.  

In addition to supporting hundreds of technology start-ups and giants, 

Kanata North also includes the Centre of Excellence in Next 

Generation Networks (CENGN), a pan-Canadian consortium bringing 

together the full supply chain of collaborators and competitors with 

a ess to the orld’s first ulti-vendor platform for testing and 

validating advanced products and applications.  Furthermore, L-Spark 

is also apart of the Kanata ecosystem, an incubator and accelerator for 

enterprise software-based companies.

Otta a’s ri h te h ology e osyste  is ot o ly i  Ka ata, ut spread 
across the region. The benefit of being a part of or near the largest 

research technology hub will give your company access to a range of 

clients with international reach. Knowing that our technology park is 

growing – with 20 of their top companies generating $3.3 billion in 

revenues in 2015 – you can be assured that serious tech lives here in 

Ottawa. 

Home to the Largest Research and 

Technology Hub in Canada



I N V E S T  

O T T A W A ’ S
S E R V I C E S

I est Otta a’s issio  is to ake Otta a 
the best place in Canada to start and grow a 

business. Invest Ottawa delivers 

collaborative economic development 

programs and initiatives that increase 

entrepreneurial momentum, wealth and jobs 

in the City of Ottawa and its surrounding 

regio  hile arketi g Otta a’s di ersified 
economy and high quality of life. 

Invest Ottawa carries out economic 

development programs and initiatives in the 

areas of entrepreneurial mentorship, startup

development, business incubation services, 

commercialization, targeted sector 

development, investment attraction, 

business retention, expansion, and global 

trade development.  

Invest Ottawa operates under two business 

units including the Innovation team; and the 

Investment and Trade team. A suite of 

accelerator centred activities support the 

growth of innovative emerging companies 

while a team of business development 

professionals engage with the local 

knowledge based business ecosystem to 

maintain business growth and expansion.   



 

 

 

Ottawa – Semiconductor and Microelectronics Advantage 

Otta a’s history as Ca ada’s teleco u icatio s leader, has de eloped pools of highly ad a ced tale t 
in numerous technology sectors and sub-sectors. This has included world leading developers in; 

Photonics, Optics, Next Generation Networks (NGN), 5G Wireless, Semi-Conductor & Board Design, and 

software. The natural evolution of this talent has lead to the development of additional strengths and 

leadership in the development of the technology of tomorrow; Artificial Intelligence, NGN, 5G, 

Autonomous Vehicles, Internet of Things, and Cyber Security. This has attracted world leading players in 

the form of; TSMC, Abott, Ciena, NXP, Synopsys, Sidense, Sanmina, and Nokia, in addition to a 

compliment of home grown champions doing world class work in the sector. 

 

Key University & Research Institutes 

The ARC at The University of Ottawa 

Buildi g o  Otta a’s leadership i  optical photo ics, a d teleco u icatio s, the U i ersity of Otta a 
opened the Advanced Research Complex, dedicated to photonics and earth science research. The facility 

leverages the only fully integrated optical photonic supply chain in North America, world leading 

academic and research expertise, and state of the art equipment to produce world leading photonics 

research, and industry ready graduates. 

ARC features the only accelerator mass spectrometer or AMS in Canada, allowing researchers to analyse 

radioisotopes from incredibly small samples. In total the ARC features sixteen photonics labs, 

nonmanufacturing labs, clean rooms, and leading edge facilities to develop new research in partnership 

with industry. 

 

Key Strategic Players 

Organization Area of Interest Goal/Objective Size/Scope 

CENGN – Centre for 

Excellence in Next 

Generation Networks 

Next generation 

networking and 

telecommunications, 

including hardware, 

software, and wireless.  

Commercialization 

of innovative Small 

and medium 

enterprise 

technology in the 

Internet of Things 

(IOT), cloud, 

NFV/SDN spaces. 

Secondary goal in 

the talent training 

for new graduates. 

30 people located in 

Ottawa, with remote 

teams at the MaRS 

and Communitech 

regional innovation 

Centres in Ontario. 



 
CPFC – Canadian 

Photonics Fabrication 

Centre 

Photonics fabrication, 

manufacturing and optical 

research and development. 

The organization is a world 

leader in the production 

and development of 

photonic components and 

wafers. CPFC operates a 

full-service foundry (SOI, 

GaN, InP, GaAs) with 

design, modeling, and test 

divisions. 

Work with industry 

to design and 

manufacture 

photonic 

components. The 

organization works 

with clients from 

around the world, 

and is a leader in 

the field. 

Over 200 technicians, 

scientists, and 

engineers working on 

next generation 

optical, 

communication 

technology including 

applications to Big 

Data and Analytics.  

CRC – Communications 

Research Council 

Development of 5G 

wireless, big data, analytics, 

and modeling related to 

the spectrum. 

Collaborate with 

industry on the 

design and 

deployment of 5G 

technology 

Over 200 scientists, 

engineers, and 

research officers 

working on next 

generation wireless 

(5G), technology, 

spectrum 

management and 

dynamic allocation.  

 

Key Companies 

Company Areas of Focus Size/Scope 

Infinera Infinera Canada is primarily 

focused on the design of ASIC 

chips for silicon photonics. 

50 

Ciena Ottawa is Cie a’s largest site, 
and where the majority of the 

optical, photonic, and silicon 

photonic chip design takes place 

for the company. They also 

have a large software division. 

2000 

TSMC (Taiwan Semiconductor) The TSMC Ottawa design centre 

is focused leading edge design 

related to mobile devices. They 

are one of the top semi-

conductor design teams in 

North America. 

60 

Rianta Solutions Rianta Solutions specializes in 

the design of semiconductor 

chips for Machine Learning and 

Artificial Intelligence. 

90 

IDT Develops and designs mixed 

signal semiconductor solutions 

60 



 
to enable digital media 

experiences.  

Istuary Istuary has opened an Idea lab 

in Ottawa, to deal with 

semiconductor chips with 

regard to photonics, 

autonomous vehicles,  

25 

NXP NXP Semiconductor Ottawa 

design centre focuses on the 

design of semiconductor chips 

for automotive purposes.  

60 

Sidense Provides secure very dense, 

highly reliable, non-volatile, 

one-time programable memory 

IP. 

70 

Siliconpro Primarily interested in the 

design of ASIC/FPGA solutions. 

Their design team creates, 

architects, designs, and verifies 

complex IP components and 

devices. 

10 

Skyworks Primarily focused on RF front-

end solutions, power amplifiers, 

synthesizers, switches and 

controllers for GSM, GPRS, 

EDGE, WLAN and WiMax 

applications. 

80 

Solantro Solantro Semiconductor 

specializes in the design and 

deployment of silicon chipsets 

for renewable and energy yield 

maximization. 

30 

Microsemi Microsemi offers a 

comprehensive portfolio of 

semiconductor solutions for 

aerospace, defence, 

communications, data centre, 

and industrial markets. Products 

include FPGAs, SoCs, and ASICs.  

80 

Abott Specializes in the development, 

design, and production of 

medical devices and medical 

grade microelectronics. 

900 

Synopsis Leader in semiconductor design 

software, and the development 

of software used to design 

150 



 
systems on chips (SoCS) and 

electronic systems. Primary 

customer is semiconductor 

companies. 

DA-Integrated Chip and circuit design, 

production, and test. With over 

500 customers worldwide. 

30 

Syntronic The Syntronic team in Ottawa is 

a cross functional team focused 

on RF/5G, as well as hardware, 

software, board, FPGA/ASIC 

Design, Mechanical Design, 

project and quality 

management. 

140 

Sanmina Sanmina Ottawa is a leading 

integrated manufacturing 

services centre. They provide 

end to end solutions to OEMs 

across multiple markets. The 

Ottawa facility is focused on 

Design, New Production 

introduction, and production 

manufacturing. 

370 

Fidus Fidus is an integrated design 

house providing electronic 

product development, 

consulting services, ASIC, RF, 

FPGA, and software design. 

60 

TechInsights Analysis, test, design, and 

consultation in regard to 

microelectronics. Formerly 

called Chipworks. They also 

specialize in the marketing and 

licensing of IP related to the 

sector. 

125 

OCM Manufacturing OCM Manufacturing provides 

high quality electronic contact 

manufacturing and turnkey 

supply chain management 

services tailored toward low to 

mid volume production lines. 

50 

Jabil AOC Optical component, and RF 

design for Jabil global 

customers.  

40 

 


